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There is a widely accepted view that conflict is a part

of the biological heritage of Homo sapiens, a view strengthened

by recent popularized publications on aggression and territor-

iality. These publications by stressing the biological rela-

tionship of Homo sapiens to other primates, both living and

fossil, present an incomplete view of the hominid evolution

towards a bio-cultural organism. Growing out of the same

primate relationships are social mechanisms leading to the

reduction of aggression and in which cooperation and similar

actions are surely as adaptive as are hostility and aggression.

Even if the "innate" or "instinctive" characteristics of

hostility and agression were admitted, other similar "drives",

"needs", and the like, such as hunger, sleep, sex, while bio-

logical in origin, are without exception culturally conditioned

by all human groups. Thus, aggression is always subject to

social conditioning, and numberless ethnographic examples verif1
this. In most "primitive" societies, hostility to the point of

annihilation is rare, and even killing is either infrequent or

conditioned by ritual elements.

The conclusion that must be reached is that war, especiall)

in the modern context, is a cultural artifact, that it is learnt
behavior, as is all culture. If learned, it can be unlearned,

i.e., changed. Since social and cultural changes never take

place simplistically, but always within the total context of



society, it would seem that anthropology could contribute much

by studying how group patterns of hostility affect and are

affected by the total structure of society, and how change

might be directed to lead to reduction of hostility. Devices

to intensify hostility are notoriously effective, affecting

the same mechanisms that would be used to reduce hostility.

In other words, change can occur in either direction.

In Homo sapiens culture is the most unique adaptive trait.

Culture is as "natural" to Homo sapiens as are bipedalism,

erectness, digital dexterity and other biological traits. If

by culture, Homo sapiens has developed the massive patterns of

aggression seen in modern war, and which threaten to lead to

annihilation of the species, it is by culture that these will

be changed. As a discipline which claims culture as its subject

material, the relevance of anthropology to the problems of

international conflict is most obvious.




